Using Parsoid HTML+RDFa

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/wiki/Parsoid
"The Stranger" ([French language|French]]: l'Étranger) is a [[novel]] by [[Albert Camus|Camus]].
Using Parsoid HTML + RDFa

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Parsoid/MediaWiki_DOM_spec

[[Main Page|alternate linked content]]

```html
<a rel="mw:WikiLink" href="./Main_Page">alternate linked content</a>
```

[[Main Page]]

```html
<a rel="mw:WikiLink" href="./Main_Page">Main Page</a>
```

Link with tail: [[Potato]]es

```html
<a rel="mw:WikiLink" href="./Potato">Potatoes</a>
```
Welcome to the alpha test web service for the Parsoid project.

Usage:

- GET /title for the DOM. Example: Main Page
- POST a DOM as parameter "content" to /title for the wikitext

There are also some tools for experiments:

- Round-trip test pages from the English Wikipedia: /_rt/Help:Magic
- WikiText -> HTML DOM -> WikiText round-trip form
- WikiText -> HTML DOM form
- HTML DOM -> WikiText form

We are currently focusing on round-tripping of basic formatting like inline/bold, headings, lists, tables and links. Templates, citations and thumbnails are not expected to round-trip properly yet. Please report issues you see at :mw:Talk:Parsoid/Todo. Thanks!
Real Soon Now™: MediaWiki API

- Loading, saving, expanding HTML through regular api.php
- Can be used for bots, content analysis, offline editing, ...
- In the meantime (puny labs instance): [http://parsoid.wmflabs.org](http://parsoid.wmflabs.org)
Early adopters: Kiwix

Main Page

Kiwix enables you to have the whole Wikipedia at hand wherever you go! On a boat, in the middle of nowhere or in jail, Kiwix gives you access to the whole human knowledge. You don't need Internet, everything is stored on your computer, USB flash drive or DVD!
Hong Kong

From Wikivoyage

Hong Kong (香港 Heung góng in Cantonese, meaning fragrant harbour) is a place with multiple personalities, as a result of being both Cantonese Chinese and under a more recent contemporary ex-British influence. Today, the former British colony is a major tourism destination for China's increasingly affluent mainland population. It is also an important hub in East Asia with global connections to many of the world's cities. It is a unique destination that has absorbed people and cultural influences from places as diverse as Vietnam and Vancouver and proudly proclaims itself to be Asia's World City.

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People's Republic of China is much more than a harbour city. The traveller weary of its crowded streets may be tempted to describe it as Hong Kongcrete. Yet, this territory with its cloudy mountains and rocky islands is mostly a rural landscape. Much of the countryside is classified as Country Park and, although 7 million people are never far away, it is possible to find pockets of wilderness that will reward the more intrepid tourist.

Hong Kong has a subtropical climate with at least one season to match your comfort zone. Boasting one of the world's best airports, it is the ideal stopover for those who wish to travel deeper into Asia.
Questions?

More:

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Parsoid